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ABSTRACT 

 
It is well known that chess is one of the most popular sports in the world.  The system of chess lessons, 

identifying and developing individual abilities, shaping the progressive orientation of the individual, 
contributes to the overall development and upbringing of the young generation.  Therefore, in many countries 
of the world, chess is included in the school curriculum.  It is clear that the future of chess is determined by the 
development of children's chess. However, many issues of training chess players in childhood and adolescence 
are little studied at the moment.  For example, there are practically no studies and science-based technologies 
for training young athletes using chess programs and the Internet, despite the appearance in Russia of the 
necessary material and technical basis for the introduction of new information technologies into the system of 
sports training of chess players.  In practice, the overwhelming majority of young chess players finish active 
classes in chess at the age of 15-16, reaching the level of the 1st grade or candidate master of sports.  This 
impedes the further improvement of the sportsmanship of chess players.  The existing literature on chess 
touches upon the issues of traditional training of young chess players to the level of candidate for master of 
sports, the new chess computer technologies that have appeared recently, based on the use of computer 
chess programs and Internet resources, are not used.  Given this, there is a need to find ways to enable 
athletes of middle and senior school age to comply with the standards of the master and international master 
of sports in chess, characteristic of the zone of first great success at the stage of sports improvement.  This 
would save many talented highly skilled athletes for chess and would contribute to the further development of 
chess.  In this regard, an attempt was made to improve the system of training young highly qualified chess 
players in connection with the use of new teaching aids based on chess computer programs and Internet 
resources.  The introduction of new computer technologies into the learning process will increase the overall 
level and intensity of the learning process, increase the productivity of training in mastering strategic and 
tactical chess material.  The above arguments determine the relevance of the use of innovative tools in the 
process of training young highly skilled chess players.  The cumulative effect of components of chess computer 
technology can be viewed as an action of an “artificial” assistant chess trainer.  Obviously, this can increase the 
motor density and the individualization of the training, and operatively carry out the “athlete-trainer” 
connection with the leading organizing and controlling role of the trainer-teacher. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The development of an organism is closely associated with a change in the external environment and a 
reaction to these changes by the organism [1,2].  Due to the adequate interaction of the environment and the 
organism, it is possible to maintain health and improve various functions, including brain functions [3,4].  
Currently, the development of brain activity is given special attention [5,6].  One of these methods is 
considered chess [7,8].  Now they are a very common sport that effectively develops and trains brain activity 
[9,10]. 

 
Training highly skilled athletes is one of the most important problems of modern sports science [11].  

This is due to the high status of sports in the modern life of the world community [12,13].  Athlete training is a 
multilateral process of expedient use of the entire set of factors (means, methods and conditions), allowing to 
influence the development of an athlete in a targeted manner and ensure his readiness for sports 
achievements [14-17].  For the effectiveness of the training process today requires the use of new technical 
means of training, the accumulation of theoretical and practical material on the training of young chess players 
[18,19].  This makes it possible to reach a qualitatively new level of organization of the educational process 
[20].  Naturally, fundamentally new forms of the training process could appear only in connection with 
fundamentally new discoveries and innovations in the life of mankind [21,22]. 

 
Computer learning technology is considered as learning based on the final results of activity, and it is 

given the character of a sustainable, purposeful and effective cognition process [23,24].  It must be borne in 
mind that chess computer programs are only a means and an intermediary between a coach and an athlete, 
and the preparation process is managed only within the model chosen by the coach during the training stages 
[25].  Information technology and information tools in physical culture include computer, audio and video 
programs, printed materials [26].  The following principles are known for the use of computer technologies in 
the system of training chess players: 1) The principle of innovation, when special training courses contain 
materials for studying various aspects and possibilities of using computer technology in the educational 
process [27];  2) The principle of modeling is the use of special training courses that combine theoretical 
knowledge of the practical use of the results in training sessions [28];  3) the principle of maintenance - the use 
of methods of teaching theoretical and practical sections using computer technology [29];  4) the principle of 
monitoring - the use of computer technology to monitor the level of knowledge and skills [30];  5) the principle 
of information support - obtaining the necessary information with the help of specialized information 
computer technologies [31,32]. 

 
Taking into account these principles, the special training of young chess players at the present stage 

undergoes significant changes in form and receives additional opportunities [33,34].  Such a powerful tool 
appeared in the technical arsenal of chess players, such as a personal computer, which makes it possible to 
most effectively realize many functions of collecting, organizing, storing chess information (games, fragments, 
positions for analysis), tactical analysis of selected positions of the highest quality at a level inaccessible to a 
biological chess player in depth  [35,36].  The intensity of classes on solving training and control tasks has 
increased, with verification of numerous branches and options, with an emphasis on the most important 
subtleties and nuances in these branches.  Increased motor training density [37,38].  The possibilities of 
presenting educational material have expanded, the ranking in terms of complexity and thematic focus has 
significantly increased.  There was an opportunity for productive work on the development of the counting 
abilities of young chess players, the basis of their chess growth [40-42].  Using a computer significantly reduces 
the immediate routine load on the teacher during the training process.  This allows the coach to provide 
effective assistance to more students simultaneously [43]. 

 
The purpose of the research is to develop a methodology for training young qualified chess players, 

built on the use of computer chess programs and implement it in the pedagogical process. 
 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

The study was conducted in 2007-2008, recruited a control group (24 people) and an experimental 
group (24 people).  Two experimental groups participated in a parallel analytical experiment - an experimental 
group of students from the specialized youth school of the Olympic reserve — the Shakhmat club of them.  T. 
V. Petrosyan (Moscow) and the control group of students - the specialized youth school of the Olympic reserve 
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No. 3 (Nizhny Novgorod).  This experiment was conducted over two years, where two methods of training 
young athletes were compared - standard and experimental.  This experiment took place in five stages, the 
control was carried out using a series of tests on five time sections.  In the course of this experiment, a 
distinction was revealed in the dynamics of the development of strategic thinking, technical and tactical skills, 
theoretical and practical skills of the chess game of young chess players included in the experimental groups. 

 
 In the experimental, the following chess computer programs and didactic tools were used: 1) 

Information retrieval system "Chess Assistant".  2) Teaching chess computer programs: “Alexander Alekhin”, 
“Mikhail Tal”, “Emanuel Lasker”, “José Raul Capablanca”, “Strategy 3.0”, “Chess University”.  3) Game 
programs: "Fritz" and "Hiarcs" of various release versions.  4) Chess Internet portals: International Chess Club 
(ICC) and game portal (Рlaychess).  The athletes of the control group of the specialized youth school of the 
Olympic reserve No. 3 in Nizhny Novgorod were trained using textbooks, as well as methodological and 
informational and theoretical literature. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In the course of the natural science experiment, domestic and foreign software (computer programs) 

were used.  Many programs are universal and can be used to study any stage of the chess struggle.  Let us 
present in more detail the features of working with these programs in the course of a natural science 
experiment. 

 
1) Information retrieval system "Chess Assistant".  allows you to quickly and accurately explore the 

debut of the young athlete.  For a chess player who strives for improvement, the debut is of great importance.  
However, it is necessary to study opening patterns systematically and skillfully so as not to harm your 
creativity.  We note a number of serious points that were taken into account when studying the opening 
theory in training cycles.  The search for the party according to the debut version - it was proposed to consider 
the interpretation of the option by a strong grandmaster with stable good results.  To do this, it is enough to 
study five to ten games.  Additionally, study the games played by opponents of different qualifications.  For 
example, players with a rating of 2,300 units are FIDE masters against players having a rating of 2500 units are 
FIDE grandmasters.  This technique makes it possible to study the obvious tactical and strategic mistakes in 
such parties.  Studying a variation, the coach creates lines of variations in special bases for debuts or inserts 
notes into the student’s played games.  At the same time, computer analysis of control positions is being used.  
It should not be limited to working with a computer.  Having found an interesting position on a tree and having 
looked at parties, it is necessary to find those from them which are commented in books or magazines. 

2) A package of educational chess programs.  Since the teaching took place in the computer class, the 
basic program for improving sportsmanship was the chess computer program for teaching the art of chess 
tactics CT-ART 3.0.  It contains the principle of "move by move".  It is very good, because it simulates a real 
chess game, although young athletes, as the author’s practice has shown, use it not always effectively.  By 
virtue of psychology, a person is somehow unable to think for a long time, looking at the monitor, so that 
learning positions are decided most often "by eye".  To overcome this drawback, it is necessary to solve part of 
the tasks, placing positions on ordinary tournament chess.  This desire needs to be overcome in oneself and 
work out in training with full calculations, as in a tournament game. 

3) A package of chess games.  Consider the methodical techniques chosen by the experimenter, when 
using game chess programs of various versions of Tiger in the training process.  Students improved in practice 
with strong chess programs and analyzed all the stages of a chess game, using the capabilities of this game 
program.  For example, in the opening, the program made a move unknown to the student or coach.  We 
recommend the inclusion of a special program option - “chess tree”.  The “tree” will switch to the current 
position and show the student what moves were made in this position with grades and statistics.  Thus, it not 
only develops the student's positional sense, but also saves time when learning new debuts.  It also reduces 
the likelihood of errors when building a debut repertoire.  Table 1 shows the dynamics of the increase in the 
results of intermediate testing by sections of technical and tactical training in the experimental group. 
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Table 1: The results of the testing in the experimental group 
 

Complex computer chess programs on the sections of 
technical and tactical training 

Intermediate stages of testing 

I II III IV V 

«Debut» 40.6 43.7 46.6 57.5 61.8 

«Mitchelspiel» 41.0 46.4 48.5 57.0 60.4 

«Endgame» 35.6 42.5 48.9 57.2 59.5 

«Tactics» 38.3 43.1 49.1 60.8 62.5 

«Strategy» 36.4 43.1 47.5 58.9 61.6 

 
It should be noted that if the test results exceed the current skill level of the athlete, then there are 

grounds for achieving new, higher tournament results, which should be confirmed by participation in the 
nearest tournaments.  If the percentage of points scored during testing is lower than the qualification level, 
then participation in the competitions should be temporarily suspended, theoretical training should be 
improved, and a series of training sessions in the Strategy chess training program should be conducted. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
 Based on the results of the research, we can conclude that as a result of the experimental factor (the 

use of computer technologies in training and competitive activities of young athletes, which were realized 
through an artificial assistant coach), in the second year of training, there was a positive trend in the level of 
preparedness of young highly qualified athletes.  It can be noted that mastering the skills and skills of playing 
the endgame in the experimental group took place somewhat faster (3-6 months) than in the other stages of 
playing the chess game.  In addition, the results of a parallel experiment do not contradict the phenomenon of 
delayed transformation, which was discovered earlier in the course of a natural science experiment. 
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